Jerk Decomposition during Bimanual Independent Arm Cranking.
The relationship between the smoothness of the upper limb endpoint movement and multi joint angular motion is a function of the individual joint angular velocities, accelerations, and jerks as well as the instantaneous arm configuration and its rate of change during movement execution. We compared the contribution of jerk components to the total endpoint jerk in able bodied participants who performed arm cranking movements on an arm cranking device where the two arms could crank independently. The results of this investigation suggest that the most dominant components of the end effector jerk are related to both the angular jerks and to the change of arm configuration pose. This jerk partitioning is much stronger as it was found previously for both reaching arm movements and single hand cranking. This shows the task specificity of the decomposition of endpoint jerk and the effect that bi-manual tasks can have on the smoothness of movements. The proposed decomposition may give useful information in why certain bi-manual rehabilitation processes are more useful than others.